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Some of our families were recently welcomed by Wetwheels Solent for
an absolutely brilliant day of boat trips along the South East coast- and
they had a blast getting splashed!

Blue skies and sea awaited our families on a sunny Saturday, where the
Wet Wheels crew gave them an unforgettable experience- even
allowing the passengers to take control of the wheel and captain the
boat along the coast!

Laughs and squeals of excitement echoed around the boat as it ripped
through the waves and made a trip along the Seven Sisters cliffs, up to
Beachy Head Lighthouse and back into Eastbourne Sovereign Harbour.

RIDING THE WAVES WITH WET WHEELS

https://www.facebook.com/wetwheels?__cft__[0]=AZVm_EWhn8Bd4RmaXhHimd1bDTl_mya3gnDzv8EbyZmMjGtXJCuAIXR9ZOvJnuY6ZmcHNda9ICDVewZIBpwbVkk_frRTJmHb5aKPsXiohGt_VLyGLkJvfPTujUz3Ix7X55w&__tn__=-]K-R
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DONATIONS TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

CLUB 200 WINNER
We are excited to announce that this month's
winning number is 72!

We simply could not carry out the work we do without the fantastic
support we have from groups and organisations in the local community. 

Two recent donations we have received, from Lightning Fibre and Open
Reach, and Barratt Homes, will go towards funding family events, and
18th birthday wishes, which is always an emotional time for our families
as they officially leave CWCF. 

This is a bittersweet moment, as the family leaves our care but we hope to
give them one last sweet memory as they go into adulthood! These
donations will make a significant difference in making sure these wishes
and events are unique and special.

You may have seen on our social media
channels that our families have been
given the chance to forget about the
difficulties they have been through
with a flying experience over the
Sussex countryside, thanks to Flight
Aviation Sport. One young man even
got a birds-eye-view of his house from
1,000 feet up, which is not something
you see everyday!

SKY HIGH ADVENTURES
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TAKING A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE 
Some sizzling summer fun took place over the
weekend as our families headed to Drusillas Park
where they took a walk on the wild side at the
zoo, and reached for the sky on the rides.

They soared above the tree canopy on 'Amazon
Skyrise' in a Rainforest Adventure, and took a
walk through the zoo discovering majestic
animals including red pandas, meerkats and
sloths.

Everyone then came together at lunch for a little
treat- for some it was doughnuts and others
opted for ice cream! Our hosts for the day
enjoyed getting to know the families and
bringing them together with eachother to make
friends as well as memories.

Thank you to Ecclesiastical for sponsoring this
event which always prove a hit with our families.

"Thank you for such a lovely day at Drusillas."

"Just wanted to say thanks to you and all the
volunteers at our trip to Drusillas. We all really
enjoyed it!"


